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Using clear structure
An example of a well-structured essay using a single text follows.

‘Analyse how a written text was structured to develop an important idea.’

The annotated model answer that follows is based upon Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. The 
answer is based upon an actual Achievement Standard 91098 exam answer.

Opening sentence 
includes apt vocabulary 
and recognises text and 
writer. 
Introduce your ideas or 
aspects specifi cally to 
guide the structure of your 
answer.

 The dystopian novel, The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood is narrated from the 
 point of view of Offred, a female living in the Republic of Gilead, formerly known as 
 Massachusetts in the USA.  Due to a huge fertility problem, the society of Gilead has 
had to make severe changes with a patriarchal system now in place. The author has 
structured her writing by including techniques such as symbolism, fi rst person narration 
and detailing signifi cant rituals compulsory to those living in Gilead, in order to convey 
the idea that women’s bodies are simply being used as instruments for reproduction.

Body paragraph 
statement one links to 
the introduction and uses 
key words.

Gives a range of evidence 
from the text to support 
the idea.

 To develop this idea that women’s bodies are merely to be used for reproduction and 
 are valuable for no other reason, the author structured her writing to include a 
 number of symbols.  Offred’s name is signifi cant. She is one of the many handmaids, 
fertile women who are forced to have sex once a month with their Commander in the 
hopes of producing a child. Each handmaid takes the name of their commander with 
‘Of’ at the front suggesting blatant connotations of possession. Offred’s Commander’s 
name is Fred, so she became Of-fred. Each time a handmaid changes Commander, 
they take on a new name. This shows that Handmaids are stripped of any sense of 
individuality or personal identity and merely used as tools for reproducing. Another 
symbol used repeatedly throughout the novel is the colour red. Red is typically 
associated with positive associations to do with passion and love, yet in this case the 
contrasting associations of blood and anger are more apt. The Handmaids’ clothes 
are red, the ‘Red Centre’ is where they go to be educated on how to behave as a 
Handmaid, and even the tulips are ‘redder than ever’. The recurring use of the colour 
red has direct links to fertility, menstruation and child-birth, echoing the message that 
the Handmaids only responsibility is to reproduce and they are only useful when fertile.

Body paragraph 
statement two highlights 
the second structuring 
aspect.

Further evidence from 
the text can persuade the 
marker the text is known 
well. Specifi c analysis of 
language and usage shows 
confi dence.

 The novel is narrated in the fi rst person narrative voice of Offred and this choice of 
 narrator plays an important part in developing the idea that women’s bodies are only 
 used as instruments for reproduction.  Whilst in the bath and contemplating her 
body, Offred notes that it is ‘…a cloud, congealed around a central object, the shape 
of a pear which is more hard and real than I am and glows red within its translucent 
wrapping’. It is clear from this observation that Offred realizes that her mind and 
spirit are unimportant and deemed useless, all she is valued for is her ovaries and the 
ability to reproduce. She feels the rest of her, apart from those reproductive organs, 
is fading away and becoming transparent, like a cloud. ‘The shape of a pear’, refers 
to the woman’s womb which is pear-shaped and also carries connotations towards 
reproduction as a pear is a fruit which produces seeds to grow into other plants and 
bear more fruit. Once again the use of the colour red ties to fertility and life – as if her 
womb or centre is her reason for being. By structuring her writing in this fi rst person 
narrative voice, the writer shows that Offred has been brainwashed into believing 
she is useful only as a vessel to reproduce. This is extremely important as the reader 
realizes that even women who have previously been strong and independent can 
be manipulated when the whole of society around them changes. It is important for 
young girls in our Western culture to be aware of how many rights and freedoms we 
have, unlike the women of Gilead.
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When preparing for an extended text answer on theme(s), you may be asked to discuss one or possibly 
more themes from the text(s).

Common themes include love, family, growing up, war, facing a challenge, being different, survival, a 
search for identity and cultural differences – these are often used as they are relevant to a range of people 
reading the texts today and in the future. 

Themes that have continued importance are called universal themes. 

(William Shakespeare often used the theme appearance versus reality (or as some phrase it, ‘appearances 
are in confl ict with reality’ in his plays). In tragic plays (e.g. Macbeth, Hamlet, Othello, King Lear) as well as 
in comedies (e.g. Much Ado About Nothing and Twelfth Night), Shakespeare used the idea that appearances 
may be in confl ict with reality.)

To discover the themes of an extended text you need to consider the plot or storyline of a text. There may 
be a main plot and a subplot. The opening of a text will usually set up a situation where the reader is 
confronted with questions that need answering. Texts try to involve the reader by making them interested 
in the characters and the situation so the reader wants ‘to fi nd out what happens’. 

In The Perks of Being a Wallfl ower, the main character, Charlie, is a freshman at an American high school 
where he is struggling to fi t in following his best friend Michael’s suicide. Without knowing any more 
about the text, there are already questions that we could ask:

• Why did Michael kill himself?

• Will Charlie cope with high school?

• How will Charlie fi t in?

Task 1
Re-read the beginning chapter or fi rst few pages of your extended text and try to create three or four 
questions that the opening asks the reader.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Now consider the questions asked in the opening of the text. Look to see who and what they focus on.
Is one character more dominant, or are there a couple who are central? What are they doing/thinking or 
talking about? The opening scene introduces the key ideas – however, one can only be defi nite about the 
themes by following the plot further.

The questions set up by the author in The Perks of Being a Wallfl ower all relate to the bildungsroman genre 
– which traces the journey from innocence to experience, typically of children growing up. Therefore, the 
possible themes could be growing up or loss of innocence.
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 Questions :  Analyse specifi c aspect(s) of studied written text(s), 
supported by evidence

The exam questions for the Achievement Standards that require written responses – 91098 (English 2.1), 
and 91099 (English 2.2) – are similar in their focus on how different elements reveal the ideas in the text. 

All the questions ask you to discuss the importance of the author’s ways or methods of making an impact 
on you through their text – this is signalled by the questions’ key word how. Knowing your text’s theme 
is not enough – your answer needs to analyse how a specifi c aspect is used in the text, whether it be as 
specifi c as, ‘How does setting develop the theme?’, or as seemingly open as, ‘How is language used to 
affect you as a reader?’

The questions typically focus on the relationship of important/key moments, setting/situation, character, 
techniques (visual or language) to the heart of the text – its ideas/issues or themes.

Instructions
Write an essay on at least ONE written text that you have studied, in response to ONE of the questions 
below.

Give the details of the text(s) in the box below.

Written text type(s):
Tick (✔) your selection

 Novel   Drama   Poetry / song lyric

 Non-fi ction   Short story   Digital/online text

 Print media

2019 Written texts

QUESTIONS (Choose ONE)
1. Analyse how the experiences of a character were used to comment on society.

2. Analyse how language features created a positive and/or negative atmosphere.

3. Analyse how ideas of innocence and/or guilt were developed for a particular purpose.

4. Analyse how negative and/or positive relationships were used for a particular purpose.

5. Analyse how structure reinforced your understanding of one or more themes.
‘Structure’ may refer to the order, organisation, or conventions of a text.

6. Analyse how different places were developed for a particular purpose.

7. Analyse how specifi c events reinforced your understanding of one or more ideas.
‘Ideas’ may refer to character, theme, or setting.

Example answers for topics 2, 5 and 7 are provided in the Answers and explanations section.

Ans. p. 111
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Task 3
Create a plot summary for your visual/oral text. 
Do this on your own paper.

In a visual or oral text, evidence that supports the ideas you write about is found in the visual and verbal 
aspects; i.e. you need to use detail about costuming, dialogue, camera angles and shots, as well as editing 
decisions, special effects and soundtrack – to prove you know and understand the visual or oral text 
you studied. Looking for examples of fi lm detail or moments that reveal the ideas you have identifi ed as 
thematic concerns is essential for a convincing response to a visual text examination question.

Key moments in a text can be used to reveal themes 
Writing a good response to a question about important events/moments in the text and creating evidence 
for a theme discussion follow logically from the plot line/sequence of events you have created.

In The Pianist, the battle to survive the horror of war – physically and psychologically – becomes obvious 
when you consider Block 6 and Block 8 Key events. Issues relating to the importance of creativity in 
society, the humanity of individuals and the deliverance from evil (in this case the German army), are also 
communicated.

To gather supporting detail for your ideas, close analysis of the key moments (also called turning points) in 
the text is needed. The opening scene, the traditional two turning points, and the climactic moment, are 
important events to analyse. 

To analyse a visual or oral text, you need to understand some of the basic vocabulary and features. 

Symbolism
A symbol is an object that represents something else (e.g. a lion represents courage/pride, a dove 
represents peace, a cross represents Christianity/Jesus). When a director repeats an image or sound, it gains 
signifi cance. Repeated images might be discussed or referred to as a motif or symbolic image. 

A repeated image may not make sense early in the text, but it may gain signifi cance later. 

Guiding question 1: Are there any repeated images or words in the opening scene?

In The Pianist, the busy streets of Warsaw show people heading in all directions – getting on trams, 
walking along a street – individuals with the freedom to go where they choose. This is offered as a 
contrast to the dramatic loss of movement and choice that develops in the city.

Colour association
Cold colours (e.g. pale blues, lilacs, greys, yellows, whites) build a cold, harsh atmosphere, adding coolness 
to a setting/situation.

Warm colours (e.g. deep reds, creams, golden yellow and autumnal oranges) build a welcoming 
atmosphere, adding warmth to a setting/situation. 

Guiding question 2: What is the most dominant colour in the opening scene?

In The Pianist, Polanski uses chiaroscuro and muted colour – the loss of colour and light reveals the loss of 
humanity, creativity, and in some moments, life. An overhead close-up of Wladek’s face as he hid beneath 
the stage in the café revealed the use of shadowed light to make Wladek’s future seem uncertain.

Camera angles
High angles reveal the subject to be inferior to or, weaker than the other character or possibly the viewer.

In The Pianist, the Jews are viewed from a high angle for most of the fi lm, indicating their vulnerability 
and lack of personal power.
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Once you have identifi ed the concerns of a visual text, it is possible to re-view the visual text and gain further 
quotes and insight into the themes and messages. Remember that you will need to refer to examples from the 
visual or oral text for your body paragraphs’ evidence; some dialogue will be appropriate, but camera shots, 
angles, soundtracks, special effects, and editing will be necessary to support your ideas convincingly.

Unlike feature-length fi lms, television programmes have a tight schedule in which to share their story. Most 
programmes are required to fi t into a half-hour or hour format: for an hour-long show, once advertising 
time is subtracted, there remain 47 minutes of narrative.

Building in popularity following World War II, and in particular more recently with the resurgence of 
environmental narratives and political instability, dystopian texts reveal our fears. The role of dystopian 
texts is to highlight an aspect of our society that feels regressive and makes people refl ect uncomfortably 
on how close some of these things are to our lives. Kurt Vonnegut’s short story ‘Harrison Bergeron’ shows 
the dangers faced in a society where anyone who stands out is brought down to the level of everyone else. 
George Orwell’s 1984 is a classic narrative about the power governments have when sharing the truth and 
the extent people will go to to maintain power and privilege. Many of these texts were written to critically 
examine the fl aws in social and political structures that existed in the world at the time of writing. More 
recently The Hunger Games, The Handmaid’s Tale and The Power have challenged the role women play in 
these societies and have queried the infrastructures of the political world around us.

These texts ask us to consider what values we respect and believe are essential to a world that we want 
to live in; such as: integrity, self-respect, justice, empathy and friendship. Charlie Brooker’s series Black 
Mirror is an at times disturbing collection of episodes connected by the dystopian focus on the horrors that 
are plausibly close to the way we live now. Gene manipulation, gamifi cation, social media – these are all 
components of our world that have potentially dangerous applications.

Themes and messages in episodic visual texts or in standalone episodes, such as in a dystopian drama 
like Black Mirror, can be found in the types of complication portrayed and in the resolution of these 
complications. In order to recognise an episode’s message, you need to understand the parts of the 
narrative or storytelling. While some dystopian dramas may focus on survival, others focus on an issue such 
as those mentioned earlier that are under scrutiny in the media, and how it might look in the not-too-
distant future. This essentially means that the show will trigger a response with a contemporary audience as 
it critically examines the way we live. This often leaves the viewer with a sense of the dangers just beyond 
our world that might happen if we turn our eyes away.

For example:

In Episode 2 of Season 4 of Black Mirror, ‘Arkangel’, the key issue centres around the relationship between 
a single mother and her daughter. The myth of a perfect parent drives Marie to become a helicopter 
parent – watching and controlling everything her daughter Sara sees and does. To make this happen,
nanotechnology is used to help 
‘parent’ Sara and keep her safe. 
Instead of a heart-warming coming-
of-age story, we are shown the 
psychological damage that happens to 
a child when they are denied the usual 
range of emotions and experiences 
children face in the world. Marie’s 
control mutes Sara’s experiences 
and skews the way she approaches 
relationships and emotional situations. 
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Answering Achievement Standard 91100 exam questions
The questions all ask you to show analysis in your answer and have the potential to earn you ‘Achieved’, 
‘Merit’ or ‘Excellence’. You are expected to expand on the answer to these questions with language 
techniques and text detail in order to achieve at a higher standard. Watch for words such as: ‘comment’, 
‘discuss’, ‘explain’ or ‘analyse’ – the question requires you to expand on your answer with analysis of how 
the language is working and its effect on the reader.

When writing a developed response, focus on answering the question so you do not contradict yourself. 
Sometimes, it is possible to write too much, getting half the answer right and the other half wrong – which 
may make the overall answer wrong.

Question: The writer uses the image of the ‘chihuahuas’ (dogs) throughout the passage. Explain the use of 
fi gurative language in the following instance:

‘Booting the beastly little canines out of the way, amidst much yelping and whimpering.’ (Line 14.)

Following are three answers – at Achieved, Merit, or Excellence levels respectively. 

The writing in bold reveals the difference in focus for each of the responses. 

Achieved answer: The kicking of chihuahuas represents her pushing aside her mental hesitations to 
make the call to Margaret’s husband.

(Note that, ideally, an answer could use the term ‘her guilty conscience’, but synonyms will work for 
‘Achieved’.)

This is a literal answer to the question – straightforward and accurate.

Merit answer: She is actively going against her better nature to call, to push past the little dogs ‘yapping 
and nipping’ and tattle on her ‘friend’ Margaret. The author uses the metaphor of the chihuahuas, which are 
yappy dogs with sharp teeth, to try to remind her (as her conscience) of the importance of friendship. 

(Note the use of a quote from the passage to support the answer.)

This is a personal answer to the question – shows understanding of the question beyond the literal response 
to show some personal understanding of the question.

Excellence answer: The author uses annoying little dogs to metaphorically represent Penny’s better nature, 
which is trying to stop her from interfering in her friend’s life. The word ‘beastly’ suggests she may resent 
her conscience. She is being reminded that at times friendship is more important than being right. 

The answer goes beyond the literal and personal – and expands on the discussion to show an understanding 
of the question in context, recognition for the way language is being used by the author and probably the ideas 
inferred as well. This type of response looks beyond the specifi c detail to the target audience for the text 
and how they will respond to the language or imagery in the text.

Understanding what the word analyse means
The best way to describe what the word analyse means to you, as a student, is to use a comparison. 
In Science, samples can be analysed under a microscope. The sample is looked at closely to see how it 
appears, what it is made of, how it reacts to things around it and the effect it has on things around it. 
Analysing language works in a similar way. Analysis could also simply be described as polishing a word, 
image or phrase to see its true value and impact; in the way gold nuggets or diamonds can be disguised by 
dirt, language, too, may need polishing to reveal its real worth.
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3. The woman had a halo around her.

Analysis: 

Brainstorm: 

Conclusion: 

4. His dark eyes were unreadable.

Analysis: 

Brainstorm: 

Conclusion: 

  Analysing imagery
Analysing imagery often enhances or echoes the emotion and purpose of the individual words.

Example
The moon cast a silvery glow. Her refl ection drew admiring glances from the crowd.

By personifying the moon, the writer adds a human connection, almost a parallel feeling of 
attraction that is being built between those watching the moon and those reading the text. We 
understand the human desire to see things of beauty and how diffi cult it is not to stare when we 
are attracted or drawn to something of great beauty.

You need to write with this depth of word and image analysis for your Achievement Standard 91100 exam 
answers. Work at blending together your word analysis and imagery analysis, to create a developed answer 
with good text evidence. Always name the technique being used by the writer, and ask yourself, “What 
does this technique add to the text?”

As you begin to improve your analysis skills, you may fi nd yourself initially writing simple answers.

Example
The nets were like mist.

A simple answer might be, ‘This is a simile. The effect is that the nets are hanging in the air and are 
everywhere like mist.’

This answer does identify the language technique being used (which is good), but it does not develop the 
discussion of the image or the word choices. You need to explain your ideas in detail, by considering:

• why has the writer decided to use a simile?

• what comparisons/connections can be made between nets and mist?

• what do nets and mist have in common?

A much better answer would be, ‘The writer has used a simile; this creates an image of the nets being delicate, 
fragile and so fi ne they appear intangible, like mist. It also creates an image of the nets fully enveloping an 
area and being diffi cult to escape from, just as it is diffi cult to see or fi nd your way through mist.’

To help you write stronger close reading answers that work to develop your ‘analysis discussion skills’, use 
the following sentence starters that will guide you to discuss the effect of words and imagery:

• This creates an image of...

• This word, structure or image emphasises...
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• This word or image develops the idea that...

• This word, structure or image highlights...

• This word or image portrays...

• This word, structure or image reinforces...

• This word or image implies that...

• This word or image suggests that...

 Task 2
This Task combines polished words and images to reveal their true value.

Analyse the following, by discussing any techniques you identify – you will thus develop your discussion 
beyond a straightforward comment, and ‘combine polished words and images to reveal their true value’. 
‘Brainstorm’ refers to associations and connections with the word(s) being analysed.

1. As she strode down the shadowy alleyway, harsh sounds interrupted the silence.

Analysis: 

Brainstorm: 

Conclusion:

2. Only the mossy stones heard the giant totara tree fall gracefully to the forest fl oor.

Analysis:

Brainstorm:

Conclusion:

3. Without your support, this truly worthwhile project will not be able to change people’s lives. You can 
make the difference.

Analysis:

Brainstorm: 

Conclusion: 

Ans. p. 117
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challenge readers to take a stand and protect our family traditions and youth. Recognising the tone should 
happen early on in the close reading process.

Tone can be established by the writer through their choice of:
• descriptive words (connotations)
• imagery
• colour association
• allusion
• characterisation
• setting description
• dialogue (from angry, argumentative and peremptory, to friendly and conciliatory).

For example: ‘It is this sense of hopelessness that Carey captures so well. For despite its moments of humour, 
humanity and love, the story of Edward Kelly is one of descent into desperation, set in an environment of 
brutal extremes.’ (The Listener review of Peter Carey’s True History of the Kelly Gang, reviewer Kate Camp.)

The reviewer obviously admires the author’s handling of his material. The tone is positive – as 
communicated by the positive connotations of the descriptive phrases (such as ‘captures so well’, and 
‘moments of humour, humanity and love’).

Most written texts clearly establish tone in their opening sentences. Take a minute or two to analyse 
the emotive/descriptive words used and search for any other elements, such as those listed, to help you 
establish a particular tone.

Task 2
Read the following passages and answer the questions that follow with long, developed responses. You 
should develop and expand the responses beyond the literal answer to show an understanding of language 
techniques and the importance of the words. (The achievement criterion expects analysis of language – 
without this analysis your answer will be weak.)

Passage 1

The enormous room on the ground fl oor faced towards the north. Cold for all the 
summer beyond the panes, for all the tropical heat of the room itself, a harsh thin 
light glared through the windows, hungrily seeking some draped lay fi gure, some 
pallid shape of academic goose-fl esh, but fi nding only the glass and nickel and bleakly 
shining porcelain of a laboratory. Wintriness responded to wintriness, the overalls of 
the workers were white, their hands gloved with a pale corpse-coloured rubber. The 
light was frozen, dead, a ghost. Only from the yellow barrels of the microscopes did it 
borrow a certain rich and living substance, lying along the polished tubes like butter, 
streak after luscious streak in long recession down the work tables.

(Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley)

1.  Identify the author’s tone in the passage. Quote at least two words that support the tone you 
decided upon and discuss how they have been used.
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Questions: Read unfamiliar written texts
Support your answers with specifi c examples and include language terminology as appropriate.

 Reading written texts – Prose fi ction and non-fi ction

 Question One: Prose
In this extract from a novel, the narrator refl ects on her life while driving through the morning traffi c.

Boing Boing, Boing Boing  

Freedom is something Rae thinks a lot about these days, as she goes from one address to
another, boing boing, boing boing, fi ve days a week, from one type of chaos to another. In each
place there is an unholy mess, one confi ned to a desk and small space in an open-plan offi ce,
the other fi lling an entire house. Both seem, at this moment, on this midsummer Friday
morning, insurmountable. 5

Boing boing, boing boing, she goes, from one address to another, repeatedly, fi ve days a week.
Where is the freedom in that? 

What if, now that she has dropped off the children at Holiday Care, what if she were to
turn her wheels towards the motorway and join the million or so others on their crowded
commute, but to go the other way – against the traffi c, as they say, though the traffi c goes 10
every which way, up and down, round and round. From an overbridge she sees the gridlock
glinting below, most cars with a solo occupant grinding and halting their way from distant
suburbs to newly built satellite business districts, from central towerblock apartments to far-
fl ung industrial estates. A million commutes longer and more stressful than hers, which is
only across two leafy suburbs to join an arterial road, and two blocks east from there. Twenty 15
minutes. Three sets of traffi c lights. Half an hour if the traffi c is heavy.

Boing, boing. Back and forth, offi ce, home, offi ce, home, offi ce, home, offi ce as if she’s caught
in a giant rubber band, or one of Nellie’s pink fl uffy hair elastics. The weekends widen to a
trip to the supermarket, to deadly hours at the cricket pitch while Ned’s team loses another
game – little inner-city softies, paler and thinner than less privileged teams bent on winning. 20

The wide streets, the stirring shops, the emptying houses, the sunburned gardens, the bus
stops full of school kids, the cafes open since six, the two-dollar shops, dog walkers, the city
workers, the cyclists, the heat, the traffi c, the traffi c, the traffi c, the heat.

What if she were to hit the road south of the city, leaving it all far behind? She would
drive until the lake of her childhood holidays opened up before her, the mountains behind 25
summer-gaunt and grey as they would be at this time of year, the winter snows months away
yet. The lake would be at its best in the autumn. The waters chill and deep. Morning mists
and leaf fall. 

Source (adapted): Stephanie Johnson, The Writers’ Festival (Auckland: Random House, 2015), pp. 16–17.

 Year 2019 
Ans. p. 118
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Analyse how the writer expresses the character’s sense of frustration with her life.

In your answer you should include examples of techniques used in the text, and analyse their effects. (These 
techniques might include, but are not limited to: contrast, listing, and adjectives.)
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communicates how too often people negatively connotate 
the word ‘gay’. This makes people believe that it is okay 
to discriminate against homosexuals and, furthermore, 
unintentionally, encourages people’s fear of those who are 
different. Macklemore uses metaphors to highlight how 
misguided this is: ‘The word “gay” gets dropped on the 
daily, we become so numb to what we are saying.’ The use 
of the metaphor comments on how, too often, the colloquial 
words ‘gay’ or ‘homo’ are used with negative connotations 
and how they have been embedded in our vocabulary as 
insults. Further, Macklemore’s use of metaphorical language 
allows us insight into how we don’t understand what we’re 
saying anymore – these words have lost their literal meaning. 
Macklemore’s intention of highlighting the need for greater 
acceptance of diverse marriage is shown through carefully 
chosen diction. Addressing the errors made by society, and 
embracing all, allows a positive atmosphere to form.

  Something that has never changed through the years is the 
idea of falling in love. In ‘Same Love’, metaphors are used to 
communicate how disrespectful people can be and to explore 
the way we could be generous and loving in order to build a 
positive atmosphere. Macklemore’s lyrics comment on how 
homophobic people suggest to someone who is homosexual 
that they ‘can be cured with some treatment and religion’. 
Although society has come a long way on many issues, gay 
conversion therapy is still available. This idea of someone 
being ‘scared straight’ is cruel. This metaphor addresses two 
issues. Firstly, the use of the emotive verb ‘cured’, suggests 
that being gay is an illness. We should value someone’s 
happiness and well-being over their sexual orientation. 
Macklemore uses metaphor again to recognise the idea that 
being homosexual is not a choice, it is not an illness and it 
is disheartening that people cannot accept difference – he 
challenges us to love and show kindness. It is time that 
society as a whole accepted everyone.

  ‘Same Love’, although it specifi cally addresses the need for 
equality among all forms of love, also addresses how everyone 
should be treated equally. The language used by Macklemore 
creates a positive attitude, allowing readers to refl ect on 
equality in a positive light. Macklemore uses emotive language 
in ‘It’s the same hate that caused wars of religion. Gender to 
skin colour, the complexion of your pigment.’ The collection 
of the nouns ‘hate’, ‘religion’, ‘skin’, ‘gender’ and ‘pigment’ 
initially trigger a negative response in listeners as so many 
people are treated differently because of their religion, skin 
colour, sex or ethnicity. However, Macklemore tackles the issue 
of discrimination and challenges the ideals of people who fear 
difference, creating a positive atmosphere. Ultimately, diversity 
makes our society richer with knowledge, skill and love. 
Macklemore uses imagery to comment on how hate comes in 
many forms and to emphasise that only love can challenge its 
toxicity.

Answers and explanations

If there is no answer provided for a Task, it is because the 
answer(s) will vary.

Achievement Standard 91098 (English 2.1):
Analyse specifi ed aspect(s) of studied 
written text(s), supported by evidence

  2.1 Writing about characters
 Task 2
1. Charlie would be more comfortable by himself.
2. Charlie is someone who takes time to befriend.
3. Charlie is comfortable being an intellectual.

 2.1 NCEA exam questions

A short answer (that is, fewer than 250 words) will usually 
receive a grade of ‘No achievement’. 
• ‘Achievement’ – must make some specifi c references to the 

text; details relate to the question you chose to answer and 
must include some analysis of text.

• ‘Merit’ – must answer the question fully and with detail 
from the text, quotations and references that respond 
specifi cally to the question. Style of writing – confi dence 
with using terminology appropriate to the text, including 
a personal understanding of the text and ideas being 
discussed.
You must analyse convincingly.

• ‘Excellence’ – must answer the question fully, with a range 
of apt detail from the text. Style of writing is confi dent 
and insightful, revealing a personal understanding of the 
text and the way the author/director has crafted the text. 
May evaluate and draw inferences based on the text and 
possibly move beyond the text. Your analysis must be 
convincing and insightful.

2. Analyse how language features created a positive and/or 
negative atmosphere.

Answer is based on a 2019 student NCEA exam response to 
the song ‘Same Love’ by Macklemore.

  Macklemore’s poetic song ‘Same Love’ uses language features 
to illustrate the need for greater acceptance of marriage – 
specifi cally recognising the status of both heterosexual and 
homosexual legal unions. The language features help to create 
a positive atmosphere as homophobia is still an issue that 
leads to some individuals feeling marginalised and ignored. 
Too often people are discriminated against due to being 
different. The lyrics challenge us to respond positively in the 
face of discrimination. Macklemore’s use of language features 
refl ects the powerful potential our society has to demolish 
discrimination towards anyone deemed different.

  ‘Same Love’ positively challenges the concept of homophobia 
through the use of diction and connotation. Macklemore 
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